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The Lemurian Plug does not need, use or become activated by electricity. It is 
doing what it does when we ship it, carrying The Lemurian Frequency.
The Lemurian Frequency is attracted to live, flowing electric current. Placing The 
Plug in close proximity to house wiring allows The Frequency to piggyback and 
spread throughout the home. In countries with 220volt systems, we use Velcro to 
affix The Plug to an electric outlet with the prongs facing into the room. We call it 
the European deployment method. In North America, we just plug it in.
Because The Frequency is attracted to live, flowing electric current, you can marry 
The Frequency to your cell phone creating your portable Lemurian Frequency 
carrier. Then when you have your phone, since the range for The Frequency is 5 
feet, you are at the center of a 10 foot in diameter sphere which is The Lemurian 
Frequency.
During the proprietary Lemurian Frequency add on and testing process, in which 
we use the prongs and the outlet on The Plug, we intentionally switch off the outlet 
so no juice flows through The Plug. Do not plug anything into The Plug as this can 
create an escape path for The Frequency. When plugged in, The Lemurian Plug can 
receive stray RF transmissions which can switch the outlet on and off. When on, 
the red light under the logo sticker will be on. This does not affect The Frequency 
or the operation of The Plug. If the light comes on and is a problem, then use the 
European deployment method.
Generally, one Plug is good for a one level home of approximately 1,800 square 
feet. Some users with multi-level homes put one on each level. Exposure to high 
tension overhead electric transmission lines, cell towers, 5G and smart meters can 
be reason for adding a Plug.
Each Lemurian Plug is accompanied by a complete instruction sheet. Please use as 
directed.
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